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By CHRISTINE LUTTON

"I want to hear from all the people," said Paramedic Joe DiFacesco, who hastened to join his colleagues and calm another man who was complaining of hallucinations.

"It's a policy statement made by the president that was not referred to the committee for its consideration," said Assistant to the President Nicholas Rettew.

"We don't want to look in public to the people who have been injured," said President Sheldon Hackney.

Assistant to the President Nicholas Rettew.

In President Sheldon Hackney's charge to the committees on campus to diversify the walk, he ruled out the possibility of reestablishing the non-resident parking permit.

"This was not a superficial election," said Rettew, who is currently the IFC and between the Greek organizations.

"The ancient Greeks had a saying: 'The gods of the old men are always with us.'"

"In 1969, the Fraternity and the IFC were threatening each other's existence," said Rettew.

"The department is reexamining where we are," said Department Chairperson Lyle Kocher.

"I believe the department is pretty well organized if we sit down to a committee and examine it, especially with the student government and the Greek community.""
Science Center looking for new president

The nearby year-round search for a new president of the University City Science Center was finally decided upon by the board of trustees yesterday, according to Judith Andrews of The Righteous Division, which represents the SCU.

Lawrence Bachrach resigned as president last year, according to Center Executive Officer Robert Kovalick, who is seeking the position. "He wanted to be president," Kovalick said. "He is the center's president, and he is the University's president."

Bachrach will return to the University as president of the Science Center on May 15. He will continue to serve as president of the Science Center until June 15, when he will be replaced by a new president.

Bachrach, who was president of the Science Center from 1980 to 1988, will be succeeded by a new president, who will be chosen by the board of trustees. The new president will be announced in early February.

Bachrach said he would be available for questions about the search for the new president this afternoon, and he encouraged anyone interested in the position to contact the board of trustees.

"I personally would like to see this position filled by someone who has been a part of the University's community," Bachrach said. "I think it is important that the new president has a strong connection to the University, and that he or she is committed to the University's mission."
By PATRICK O'DONNELL

On the morning of September 1, members of the St. Joseph Bishop's Church had to step over headlines that greeted them as they entered the church for Sunday morning services.

A police officer said the streets were empty and that two officers were hit by a hail of automatic weapons fire just feet from the church's front door at 40th and Sansom streets. The officer said he had just stepped out to drive away after taking a moment to confer with another officer when he was hit.

"It wasn't unnerving for them," said Reverend Walter Thompson, "They have been exposed to so long as no one witness crime is the neighborhood that it wasn't a shock in

For the vast majority of University students, Philadelphia's crime problem is one of temporary concern. However, most university students live in the residential areas west of the University. The University's South Asian Students Association, the current center of crime and residences themselves that they can be

For West Philadelphia's permanent residents, crime is a Fact of Life
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USMART THERMAL SERVICES

WE'RE PEDDLIN' LOBSTER!

LOBSTER SPECIALS FROM $1.95
LUNCH & DINNER
EVERY WEDNESDAY 5pm-8pm
50% Student Discount

39TH & CHESTNUT STREETS - 349-9900

Maple Leaf A's "We're Peddling Lobster"

The best results.
The best guarantee.
(105%) Money-Back).

The best choice.

| Mt. Olympus |

GREENFIELD INTERCULTURAL CENTER • 3708 CHESTNUT STREET

PROFESSIONAL SCREEN PRINTING
40th and Locust 266-3686 6pm Every Day

LSAT GRE GMAT

THE EMBRACE OF ASIAN AMERICAN DENTISTRY AND ACTIVISM
A TALK BY YURI KOBAYASHI

NOVEMBER 15, 1990 AT 6:30 PM

SARS presents a concert of North Indian Music by

Ustad Imrat Khan

Wednesday, November 14, 1990, 7:00 PM
The University Museum
Harrison Auditorium
34th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia
Tickets $10, available at the door and in advance from the Department of South Asia Regional Studies, 34th William Hall.
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Some companies take a narrow view of recent graduates.

Companies often give their college recruits a very limited role to play. At Microsoft your role is limited only by your talent, imagination and energy. In other words, what you can accomplish is wide open.

This openness to ideas, anyone’s ideas, helps us constantly innovate the personal computing industry—everything from advanced operating environments to integrated applications. We will be interviewing for Software Design Engineers and Program Managers. If you are pursuing a BA/BS, MS, or PhD degree in Computer Information Science, Electrical Engineering, Math, Physics, Management & Technology or related technical area, then let’s talk about your programming experience, design skills and/or exposure to managing projects. Relocation is available for full-time positions.

We are an equal opportunity employer and are working toward a more culturally diverse workplace.
Wharton deans to hold forum

By DEWY FOLGER

Wharton Dean Thomas Geoghegan and Vice Dean James Bileson will meet today with undergraduates in the advisor forum to discuss their future goals for the school and to hear students' concerns.

"I think we've just been continuing the traditions of former Wharton deans Russell Festing and Martin Finkleman," Bileson said yesterday. "They had such forums for perhaps three or four years . . ."

The main benefit for us is to pick up on the concerns of students as the administration doesn't seem to address them," she added. She said that in the past, students have complained that officials "were not connected to the students."

Student organizers said yesterday that the forum will provide students with an opportunity to meet such concerns on an informal basis.

"One of the ways we're trying to change the leadership and Wharton's undergraduate programs is to be interested in what the students think," said Patti Staggs, co-organizer of the forum and member of the Wharton Dean's Advisory Board.

She said the 90-minute program will begin with short presentations by each dean, in which each will describe their background and outline their long-term and short-term goals for the school.

"I don't think the president's statement assumes the fraternity will be occupied next semester," said Seth Hogan, co-organizer of the forum and member of the Wharton Dean's Advisory Board.

Hogan added that such exchanges have taken place in the past, students have complained that officials "were not connected to the students."

"The main benefit for us is to pick up on the concerns of students as the administration doesn't seem to address them," she added. She said that in the past, students have complained that officials "were not connected to the students."

One of the reasons we're having the forum is for students to pick up on the concerns of students as the administration doesn't seem to address them," she added. She said that in the past, students have complained that officials "were not connected to the students.
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Red and Blue Recognition

At the end of this month, the members of the Student Activities Council Steering Committee will roll up their sleeves and decide whether to recommend that the University receive the Red and Blue recognition.

Without question, the conservative newspaper has produced material that has offended many students. However, the conservative newspaper has not offended any students. Therefore, it will receive the Red and Blue recognition.

The Red and Blue recognition should be awarded to the conservative newspaper for the following reasons:

1. The conservative newspaper has produced material that has offended many students.
2. The conservative newspaper has not offended any students.
3. Therefore, the conservative newspaper should receive the Red and Blue recognition.

PARIS AND LDS

PARIS

In this class, we are learning about the French Revolution. The French Revolution was a period of time in which the French people overthrew the monarchy and established a republic.

LDS

In this class, we are learning about the LDS religion. The LDS religion is a pneumonic religion that believes in the existence of Jesus Christ and his apostles.

Clueless and Careless

Guy Hurley

deficit. Lesser mortals laugh about it. But it came thick and fast and was so weird that it was almost humorous.

Lesser mortals laugh about it. But it came thick and fast and was so weird that it was almost humorous.

Letters to the Editor

Huge Disseuser

The Editor:

I want to report on the snd of my college career. I have been writing for the Daily Pennsylvanian for the past three years, and I am proud to say that I have contributed to the success of the newspaper.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is a student-run newspaper that is committed to providing a voice for the student body. We believe that it is important for students to have a say in the decisions that affect them.

I want to take this opportunity to thank all of our readers for their support and for helping us to make the Daily Pennsylvanian a success.

Yours truly,

Lisa Johnson

Column Application Meeting

So you want to be a columnist and you don't know how to apply. The Daily Pennsylvanian is holding a call for applications for the next semester.

All those interested in applying for a bi-weekly column for next semester should attend a meeting on [date] at [time] in [location].

Please come prepared to discuss your ideas and why you think you would be a good fit for column writing.

Dean Karrington

Cvm Academics Antiquvs

When we come and we all graduate, we will all be in a different world. But it's important that we not forget our roots. To do this, we need to remember what we were studying and how we were studying it.

I'm looking forward to collecting these memories and seeing how they will fit into our current world.

Lynn Westwater

Letters to the Editor

Not Our Fault

The Editor:

I am angry about the recent controversy surrounding the ROTC program. The Administration has made it clear that they do not want to be responsible for it.

I believe that the Administration is not being fair. The students who are affected by this controversy are the ones who should be held accountable.

Please leave us alone - we are not your enemy.

Please leave us alone - we are not your enemy.
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An extensive part of the course recognizes years in which our community did not recognize us. It is not suffering from a hangover to recognize this.

The language of dipломas is filled with Neanderthals and the language of diploma dipgrams is filled with puns.

Anyway, if you have read this far, I am looking forward to your comments.

Sincerely,

Andrew Teacle, Business Manager

Clive Pitcher

I suspect that a few people may have been hurt by this. But I do not believe that any serious harm was done.

I am not outraged over some of the things that have been said in the student newspaper. But I am concerned that some people may be taking our student government seriously.

This is only one example of the kind of thing that can happen in a student government.

The person speaking the word America is not always the most knowledgeable person on the subject.

I wonder if anybody bothered to check the facts before publishing this. Yes, it is true that there is a reference to America in the constitution. But the language of America is filled with Neanderthals and dipgrams.

In the end, the language of America is filled with Neanderthals and dipgrams.

MARTINE L. STAPF

The cards were supposed to be a student government statement against free market capitalism. I hope that the student government will continue to be a student government, but I am not sure.

This is why I am not sure whether the student government will continue to be a student government.

The cards were supposed to be a student government statement against free market capitalism.

I wonder if anybody bothered to check the facts before publishing this. Yes, it is true that there is a reference to America in the constitution. But the language of America is filled with Neanderthals and dipgrams.

In the end, the language of America is filled with Neanderthals and dipgrams.

MARTINE L. STAPF
By ADAM LEVINE

IWC members elect new executive board

IFC members elect new executive board

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

FINISH LINE SPORTS

SALE - Wed., Nov. 14 through Sat., Nov. 17 - SALE

10 - 20% off Gore-Tex & Nylon Running Suits

• Other Sale items include: Life Sportswear separates, swimwear, running shoes, short, selected downs & more. $10 special on selected shoes.

FINISH LINE SPORTS

1915 WALNUT • 569-9957

MON-SAT. • 10-6 • WED. 10-7

HOUSTON HALL CARDS & GIFTS

REGISTER TO WIN $50 IN HALLMARK PRODUCTS*

*Drawing held Saturday, Nov. 16

You are invited to a symposium

Purposes and Prospects for Universities:
An International Perspective

For over 900 years, universities have persevered as centers of learning. As the new century and millennium approach, what new challenges for scholarship, education and service face the universities of the world and what options for the future warrant exploration?

Discussion Leader
Lord Asa Briggs
Provost, Worcester College, Oxford University
Social and Cultural Historian
Chancellor of the Open University
Chairman, European Institute of Education, Paris

Panelists
Senator Helena Z. Benitez
Chairman and President
The Philippine Women's University

Francois Bourricaud
Professor of Sociology, University of Paris
Chairman and President
Maison des Sciences de l'homme

Tatsuhiko Kawashima
Professor of Economics, Gakushuin University, Japan
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Edward Shils
Committee on Social Thought, University of Chicago
Peterhouse College, Cambridge University

Donald M. Stewart
President, The College Board
Former President, Spelman College

November 14, 1990 Annenberg School Auditorium
10:00 A.M. to noon and 2:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Too much TV links high cholesterol

**World**

Agreement made in division of powers

**GUATEMALA CITY** - A newspaper publisher and editor who is among the last in his country to resist the authoritarian regime Friday was given a 30-day jail sentence for a speech against the government of Guatemalan President Jose Efrain Rios Montt.

**Nation**

Bishops wary of new rule for laity

WASHINGTON - U.S. Roman Catholic bishops on Tuesday rejected a new leadership role for laity that would require people to vote on church matters.

**Business**

Lose 10 lbs. in 2 weeks, 17-25 lbs. in 6 weeks.

- **Dine OUT or EAT IN**
- **NO PACKAGED FOODS**
- **NO LIFESTYLE CHANGE**
- **Full Challenge**
- **Free Continuing Maintenance**

**Weather**

Later: Mostly sunny and milder. Highs around 50.

**NEA panel members resign in mass protest**

WASHINGTON - Nine of the 11 members named to the arts panel have resigned to protest a proposal by the National Endowment for the Arts that would allow unelected individuals to serve on the governing board.

NEA chairmanstops providing public dollars

WASHINGTON - The nation's nine members of the National Endowment for the Arts have resigned from the panel in protest of its plans to provide grants to artists and organizations without the endorsement of the national panel.
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So you want to be a DP COLUMNIST

Come to an informational meeting in Thursday, 5:30 p.m. at the DP Offices, 4015 Walnut Street
Questions answered. Stuff revealed.

The Daily Pennsylvania

ACTUARIAL OPPORTUNITIES

The international management consulting firm, Towers, Perrin, invites you to attend a reception on Wednesday, November 28, 4:00 to 6:00 pm in The Bishop White Room, 2nd Floor of Houston Hall.

Towers Perrin is the largest employer of actuaries in the world. Students who are majoring or have an interest in actuarial sciences are encouraged to meet with Towers Perrin's Actuaries to discuss full-time and summer intern opportunities.

SUMMER PROGRAMS ABROAD 1991

G eorgetown U NIVERSITY

Business and Economics
- Undergraduate Program in International Business and Finance
- Oxford Summer Program
- Graduate Program in International Management

European Economic Community
- University of Antwerp
- International Marketing Program

Hong Kong

Language and Culture
- French Language, Literature, Culture and Business
- Spanish Language, Literature, Culture and Business
- German Language, Literature, and Business
- University of Antwerp

Literature
- Shakespeare: Text and Performance

For further information write, fax, or call:
The School for Continuing Education, Georgetown University, 37th St. and M St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20007
FAX: (202) 687-3942 PHONE: (202) 687-3942

Our Goal for 1990-1991 $300,000

Time To Balance The Books!

Penn's Way/United Way

its me again...your conscience. And believe me, i know about all your good intentions to help the less fortunate improve the community and contribute to worthy causes. But lets face it, we don't always find the time and energy to put all our good intentions to good use. The 1990 Penn's Way/United Way campaign is just the opportunity we've been waiting for. Don't just think about helping others this year. Take the time to review the campaign materials. Make a difference this year.
Change will affect class of 1995

WILKINSON, page 1

Jose Beltran said, "When students go out of their home school, they'll cross lines," she said.

Officials said they expect the new requirement will bring students to career-oriented classes, focusing on issues related to business.

"We want students to modulate some sectors to include material which would be of interest to Wharton students," Dunham-Brass said. "It's not impossible that there would be special tracks for people with interest in business studies.

Beltran said that she thought that redesignated sections would "make the language more useful in our stu-
dents and not be just some day exercises."

She said that she thinks some people might see foreign business periodically instead of instead of in se-
deed to add relevance to business

This restructuring would ensure that "the essential content will still be there," Beltran said. Wharton officials and yesterday's meeting reiterated the specific details of the proposal. They said that the language requirement would affect 40 percent of student enrollments.

Council to discuss report

COUNCIL, from page 1

Graduate and Professional Stu-
dents Assembly representatives

Gutfreid said last night that she

"I think people do recognize

there is a need for important

issues to be brought to the ad-
diministration and want to discuss them," Gutfreid said.

But Undergraduate Assembly Chairperson, Harris said last night that she hopes Council discussion of the re-

vision might be discussed even though it is not on the Council agenda.

In other business, Council Borr-

nister, Chairperson, Chandra, said that she couldn't say anything about the report's findings that staff mem-

bers are often ignored.

In other business, Council Borr-

nister, Chairperson, Chandra, said that she couldn't say anything about the report's findings that staff mem-

bers are often ignored.

Harris's original revisions, re-

leased in October, were met with

strong opposition at last month's Council meeting. Phillips, who helped write them, said that their purpose was to add relevance to business studies.
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Watts, Dicen not placed on early roster

ROSTER, from page 14

for much of preseason practice, but has not practiced since November 2. His right foot was placed in a cast last week.

While Watts depending on the source, Watts said he is considering red-shirting this season and applying to the Ivy League for an extra year of athletic eligibility.

Dicen has been unavailable for two months.

The Quakers opener against Kansas at Allen Arena is already sold out.

Episcopal's Allen wants to go to Penn

ALLEN, from page 14

"I thought it was in Philadelphia basketball establishment," Winter said. "I thought it was a great school."

Winter, who is applying to the Ivy League for an extra year of athletic eligibility, said he might attend college for a year before continuing his basketball career.

A first-year player who may be in

Moore's brother was a JV basketball player for the Quakers and his father played for the Penn basketball team.

Moore is also considering Dartmouth, Lafayette, and Lafayette, according to Dougherty. The Daily Pennsylvanian needs people to help with production on Sunday nights. No experience required. It's lots of fun.

Call Jeremy at 898-6565 if you're interested.

Episcopal's Allen wants to go to Penn.

One player who may be in-terested in a career in sports is Episcopalian Allen. Allen made an unofficial visit to the Penn campus and stayed with the Quakers' center position player Paul Chamberlain. The two had been teammates at Episcopal.

Allen is not sure if he wants to continue his basketball career after graduation, but he has received seven votes in the Ivy school with heavyweights on its schedule.

The Daily Pennsylvanian needs people to help with production on Sunday nights. No experience required. It's lots of fun.

Call Jeremy at 898-6565 if you're interested.
McGeehans have same name, but have different styles

BROTHERS, from page 14
Jim was afforded more chances than a former varsity quarterback defi-

nately has advantages Jim will admit. "It's great having John around," Jim said. "Since he has moved back here from San Francisco, he has only seen my best in which I've played. dusty was excluded from any varsity action and John has been around all of the time.

When I saw John play, he had so much confi-
dence — that is something which I don't pos-
sess as of yet," Jim McGeehan said.

Jim McGeehan Penn freshman quarterback is the most important thing that Jim

should learn from this season is how to win games. "I can't worry about. All coaches make

stupid mistakes. I don't know better than anyone else how to win games. But I know that the decisions

you don't always get what you want. It is necessary. We need physical ac-

tion. Throughout the season, I'd

done the exact same thing. "To me that's what mental tough-

ness is all about. One of the reasons we've been successful is

we've had a large number of kids who have had the mental toughness that I something good

against them. They bear with it. Part of the growing-up process is that you don't always get what you want.

The football program has helped Lerone ... in numerous ways. The

program has helped. "I retain my confidence in the coaches and especially the players," John con-

cluded. "Although there may be a lot of things that I did not agree with ... I still have happy mem-

ories of the football program. It would be a disservice to write a letter of this nature. But my feelings overwhelmed me."
A's Welch wins AL Cy Young

DePaul and Metro schools may form new Big Midwest conference

NEW YORK — Bob Welch had the seventh, if not the stats, of the best pitcher in the American League. And wins are what usually get the awards for the best pitcher in the league.

So it was no surprise for Welch to get the Cy Young award.

Welch was the American League's biggest winner in 23 seasons, going 24-4 for the Oakland A's. And wins are what usually get the awards for the best pitcher in the league.

Bob Welch, who won his first Cy Young in 1987, got the Cy Young award for the second time in his career.

Welch finished third in the Cy Young voting in 1987 after going 20-5. He was second with eight first-place votes and 71 points. Third was Chicago's Hideo Nomo, who was second with eight first-place votes and 71 points.

Two members of the baseball Writers Association in each city voted, and balloting was completed before the start of the playoffs. The National League Cy Young winner was announced Thursday. Before this season, Welch had been too much of a known commodity to be considered for the award.

Welch had never lost two straight decisions. In 35 starts, in 238 games, four for shutouts, in 36 complete games, including the AL Cy Young award.

Welch finished third in the Cy Young voting in 1987 after going 20-5. He was second with eight first-place votes and 71 points.

Thigpen, who set a major league record with seven seven in 36 chances and a 1.83 ERA, was named on 21 ballots. Welch, though he did complete seven games, had 20 shutouts — in 35 starts. In 238 innings, he struck out 166, walked 83, gave up 16 homers and had a 2.74 ERA.

Thigpen, who set a major league record with seven seven in 36 chances and a 1.83 ERA, was named on 21 ballots. Welch, though he did complete seven games, had 20 shutouts — in 35 starts. In 238 innings, he struck out 166, walked 83, gave up 16 homers and had a 2.74 ERA.

Before this season, Welch had been too much of a known commodity to be considered for the award.

This season, Welch had been too much of a known commodity to be considered for the award.

Two members of the baseball Writers Association in each city voted, and balloting was completed before the start of the playoffs. The National League Cy Young winner was announced Thursday.
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Two members of the baseball Writers Association in each city voted, and balloting was completed before the start of the playoffs. The National League Cy Young winner was announced Thursday.
Penn students need gym class

I'll be the first one to tell you that I'm not a bodybuilder of my life... 

Philadelphia has gotten to the point that I'm in the worst shape of my life. Four years of cheesesteaks at BillyBob's, eggels at the tragically Smoke's-without-beer atmosphere Gimbel or who's had to suffer the most entirely booked up by the class. But, of course, the day is all between the High Rises where I'd my house on 40th and Baltimore or sometimes drunken local oppo- on a beautiful spring day, I could either do so at the simple to make it easier for us to our schools have one. Stanford, Am- on a rigorous practice season, the Quakers to consecutive titles in 1983-84. So far this season and will not be allowed to be- working hard is an understate- ment. Senior forwards Dane Watts and Senior Lenore Sidney (31), pictured against Colgate in 1989, quit the football team last week.

Women's swimming preparations for 1990-91 with hard work

"We have some new, young swim- 

stated the man, 'Episcopal basketball Dan Dunphy's high school coach at Philadelphia team.

Brothers quarterback Quakers six years apart

"My name was on the official roster. If Watts or Di- Watts, 6-5 senior forward, will be 

Penn football coach Gary Steele that he was handled a more severe discipline than Sidberry. Sidberry said that all three players were by no means on the same plane" — made public a letter of resig- was announced last spring. He retook them again the last two games of the season.美味的午餐... I've had it... I'm working out at full speed until 11:00 o'clock," said Penn coach Fran Dunphy. But because I'm human, I look to the things that were done on and off the field. These things have already had mecs. He had disc surgery for back problems. He had disc surgery for playing shape before trying to rejoin the team. Dunphy is suffering from several problems like liver disease, but he's also as a result of the coaching staff made me question their own playing shape before trying to rejoin the team. Dunphy is suffering from several problems like liver disease, but he's also as a result of the coaching staff made me question their own playing shape before trying to rejoin the team. Dunphy is suffering from several problems like liver disease, but he's also as a result of the coaching staff made me question their own playing shape before trying to rejoin the team.

Sidbary sizes up suspension
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